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The necessary and sufficient conditions that the well-known Steffensen 
inequalities 
Jbb~if(tw~ j~bfog(t)dt~ju+if(r)dt u 
(a=if g(W) (1) 
are valid for every nonincreasing function f on [a, b] are (see [ 11) 
0~ bg(t)dt<b-x 
i 
and O< xg(t)dt<n-a I WE CQ, bl). * (1 
(2) 
Similarly, the necessary and sufficient conditions that the second inequality 
in (1) is valid for every nonincreasing function f on [a, b] are ([ 1, 23) 
g(t) dt < x - a and g(t)dt>O WxCa, bl). (3) 
As in [4], using the substitution g(t) = ,lG(t)/ji G(t) dt, where 1> 0 and 
JI: G(t) dt > 0, we have that inequalities [4] 
(4) 
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are valid if and only if for every x E [a, b] 
0 <I j-” G(r) dt < (b-x) j-” G(t) dt, 
r 0 
0 < A j.‘G(t)dt$(x-a)j+G(t)dt, 
0 0 
(5) 
and the second inequality in (4) is valid if and only if for every x E [a, 61 
J-’ G(t) dt < (x-a) j” G(t) dt I 
b 
;1 and G(t)dt>O. (6) 
a (1 x 
Of course, using these results we can give extensions of results connected 
to Bellman’s generalization of Steffensen’s inequality from [3,4]. But, here, 
we shall show that the following result is also a consequence of the above 
result: 
THEOREM 1 [S]. Let f(x) be a nonnegative nonincreasing function on 
[a, b], and let d(u) be an increasing convex function for u 3 0 with 4(O) = 0. 
If g(x) is a nonnegative nondecreasing function on [a, b] such that there 
exists the nonnegative function g,(x), defined by the equation 
g,(x) 4 dX)kl(X)) = 1 (7) 
and that 14: g,(t) dt Q 1, then the following inequality is valid 
’ 
(8) 
where 
For 4(u) = UP ( p > 1 ), Theorem 1 becomes: 
THEOREM 2 [S]. Let f(x) be a nonnegative nonincreasing function on 
[a, b], f E L,(a, b), g(t) > 0, g(t) nondecreases on [a, b], JS: g’(t) dt < 1, 
where p> 1 and q=p/(p- 1). Then 
f(t) g(t) dt)% j’+‘f”(t) dt 
0 
(~~=(j-obdWf)p). (9) 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Using Jensen’s inequality for convex functions and 
the second inequality from (4) we have that 
(10) 
is valid if for every x E [a, b] 
4 (jb g(t) dt) j-’ u 0 
g(t)dt<(x-a) jhg(t)dt, jbg(t)dt20. (11) 
u ‘i 
The second condition in (11) is obviously satisfied. On the other hand, 
the increasing convex function 4 with 4(O) = 0 is starshaped, so d(ax) < 
ad(x) (0 < a < 1). Therefore, we have 
d jhg,~(Rin,)dtS‘gdt=jbl.dfjXgdt 
a a a u 
= (b -a) j” g dt, 
u 
where we also used (7) and Jensen’s inequality. 
Since g is a nondecreasing function, then (see, for example, [ 6, p. 91) 
1 h 
-I 
1 
b-a o 
gdt>- .‘gdt, 
5 x-a o 
i.e., 
(b-a) j; gdtd(x-a) j:‘gdt. 
Hence, the first condition in (11) is satisfied, too. 
Remarks. lo. Of course (10) is an interpolating inequality for (8). 
2” Note that the condition (7) can be replaced by 
g,(x) 4(g(x)/g,(x)) d 1 (7’) 
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or more generally by 
f 
b 
g,(x) d(g(x)/g,b)) dx G b -a 
a 
(7”) 
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